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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERATION 
 

 

AIRTOUCH: A NOVEL SINGLE LAYER 3D TOUCH SENSING SYSTEM FOR 

HUMAN/MOBILE DEVICE INTERACTIONS 

by 

Li Du 

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2016 

Professor Mau-Chung Frank Chang, Chair 

 

 

 

Touch sensing has been widely implemented as a main methodology to bridge human and 

machine interactions. The traditional touch sensing range is two dimensional and therefore limits 

the user experience. The required physical contact inherent of the technology creates several 

disadvantages, including unresponsiveness due to wet fingers, and unavoidable fingerprint residue 

on the screen surface. 

To overcome these limitations, we propose a novel 3D contactless touch sensing system 

called Airtouch System, which improves user experience by remotely detecting single/multi-finger 

position. A single layer touch panel with triangular electrodes is used to achieve 3D multi-touch 

detection capability as well as manufacturing cost reduction. A lumped model of the touch panel 
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is proposed to model the touch panel property and define the system specification. The hardware 

part of the proposed 3D touch sensor uses correlated double sampling (CDS) to achieve a high 

sensing resolution in Z direction and employs bootstrapping circuitry to reduce the mobile screen’s 

inter-channel-coupling effects. Additionally, to reduce chip area and assembly, the sensing 

oscillator is implemented with inverter-based active resonators instead of using either on or off 

chip inductors. The prototyped 3D touch sensor is fabricated using 65-nm CMOS process 

technology and consumes an area of 2mm2. 

To detect the finger position in space, a new algorithm for finger position estimation is 

created with grouping filter invented to reduce system background noise. The algorithm is 

proposed to eliminate the fringing capacitance effect and achieve accurate finger position 

estimation.  EM simulation proved that by taking account of fringing capacitance effect, the 

proposed algorithm reduced the systematic error by 11dB in the horizontal position detection. 

Accurate Z direction detection is achieved through using 2nd order polynomial curve to fit the EM 

model and compensate the non-linear fringing capacitance effect. The proposed system’s hardware 

circuit consumes 2.3mW and is fully compatible with existing mobile device environments. A 

prototype is built to demonstrate that the system can successfully detect finger movement in a 

vertical direction up to 6cm and achieve a horizontal resolution up to 0.6cm at 1cm finger-height.  

As a new interface for human and machine interactions, this system offers great potential in 3D 

gesture recognition for small-sized electronics and advanced human interactive games for mobile 

devices. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

With the development of high performance mobile phones, smart watches, wearable 

devices, tablets as well as laptops, the human machine interface field became extremely popular. 

A human interface device (HID) can be regarded as a method that human used to interact with an 

electronic information system either by inputting data or providing output [1]. Usually, it is an 

electronic system which tracks the changing property of the users and translates it into certain 

instructions in the computer, for example, touch sensing, camera based gesture recognition and so 

on. Among them, one of the most popular HID is touch sensing detection. 

Touch sensing, as a general HID, has been widely implemented in various display products 

(e.g., smartwatches, mobile phones, tablets, laptops and TV). Modern touch sensing systems, 

which are low power and light weight, created a user-friendly interface for users to control and 

manipulate electronic devices.  As the commercial electronics device become smaller and the 

required interface experiences are higher, traditional human and machine interfaces such as 

keyboard typing, mouse clicking are no longer suitable for electronic devices and are all replaced 

by high-resolution touch interface. According to a recent market report, there will be 2.8 billion 

touchscreen shipped to the market in 2016 [2]. The popularity of using touch screen in current 

commercial devices has boosted the touch related research in both academy and industry. Among 

the reported works, majority of the work are about how to extract accurate finger position on the 

noisy tight touch space with relative low power consumption [3] [4].  
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However, among those reported works, the touch sensing technology is still limited to two 

dimensional (2D) sensing -users are required to touch the screen directly for the system to 

determine finger position. This technology suffers from various disadvantages, such as fingerprints 

on the screen or unresponsiveness when hands are wet. Such drawbacks limit the mobile-phone 

user experience. Beyond these basic limitations, the emerging wearable device market creates 

additional challenges in touch sensing when compared with traditional mobiles as they offer much 

smaller display sizes [5], further exacerbating sensing resolution and sensitivity as finger 

capacitances are reduced. 

Problems with current 2D sensing schemes have inspired the development of a remote-

sensing solution that will lead to three-dimensional (3D) finger detection. This 3D touch detection 

system aims at detecting user’s finger position remotely and accurately locate user’s finger height 

or gestures in space. Through achieving this, we wish to extend the traditional touch interface 

experience to another level which provides an advanced human/machine interactions (HMI).  
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1.2 Touchscreen System Structure 

A touchscreen system usually contains five components, front panel, touch sensor, touch 

controller, liquid crystal display as well as system software as shown in Fig.1.1 [6]. 

 

Fig. 1.1 Touch screen system structure 

The front panel usually served as a protected shield for touch screen. It stops the outside 

obstacle such as dust, paper scrap which will affect the touch sensing detection. The touch sensor 

is usually a glass based panel that has certain response when finger is close or directly touching on 

the screen. This panel material generally is electrical conducting and depending on the mechanism 

of sensing, the actual materials used on the cover glass can be different. Most popular technologies 

for touch sensing nowadays are resistive sensing, capacitance sensing, infrared image based 

sensing. The detailed implementations of different touch sensing technology will be discussed 
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later. The touch controller is a system which collects signals from the touch sensor, measures the 

sensor response and translates it into digital signal that the personal computer (PC) can understand 

and process. Then the software on the PC side will do post signal-processing to estimate the 

location of the finger in the screen or understand the customer’s instructions. Finally, the liquid 

crystal display which usually is underneath the cover glass can give feedback to the customer by 

displaying the request icon or image on the screen [7]. 

Depending on the application of the touchscreen, these five components can be represented 

by other electronics devices or combined as one blocks. For example, when touchscreen is used in 

the mobile phones, the processing engine to estimate finger position is replaced by mobile CPU 

and liquid crystal display can be replaced by other type of the screen such as LED screen with a 

smaller size compared to the large display.  
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1.3 Major Work and Organization of thesis 

This dissertation is a continuous work of [8]. It begins with reviewing the current 

development of the touch sensor detection field, and pointing out the trends and benefits to 

implement 3D touch sensing system which can detect the user’s finger motion in space. From that, 

we introduce the proposed Airtouch Sensing System on Chip (SOC) solutions which includes 

touch panel pattern design, hardware sensing circuit design and software algorithms to reconstruct 

finger position. Finally, a mobile-sized prototype system is built and tested in the real-world 

scenery. Results are analyzed to provide the guidance for future work. 

The organization of the thesis is as follows: 

Chapter 2 gives a general review of the current popular touch sensor detection technologies 

in both 2D and 3D. These technologies include resistive touch sensor, capacitive touch sensor, and 

infrared image based touch sensor. For 3D sensing, we focus on the capacitive sensing 

technologies and review several reported 3D sensing technologies implementing in large display.  

Chapter 3 begins with pointing out the challenges of infusing 3D sensing technologies in 

smaller display device such as mobile phones or smart watches. Then it presents the detailed 

implementation of the purposed Airtouch sensing system. Specially, the Chapter 3.2 compares 

different sensing methodologies that used in existing touch capacitive sensing circuit and conclude 

that the 3D sensing should use self-capacitive sensing as the sensing methodology instead of the 

mutual-capacitive sensing. Then in the Chapter 3.3, the proposed triangular touch panel pattern 

design is introduced. The benefit of using this panel in solving ghost point problems is also 

explained. Chapter 3.4 introduces the electrical model we built for the touch panel to evaluate the 

system specification. 
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Chapter 4 begins to introduce the implementation of the Airtouch hardware sensing circuit. 

Specifically, Chapter 4.2-4.3 proposes an oscillator based correlated double sampling circuit 

(CDS) and its relevant calibration technique. Then in Chapter 4.4, the bootstrapping technique is 

invented to eliminate the inter-channel coupling effect. Next, in Chapter 4.5, an inverter-based LC 

oscillator is proposed to reduce the chip design cost but providing high-sensitive capacitive 

sensing. Finally, Chapter 4.6 shows the digital core design and interface design with the PC. 

Chapter 5 gives an introduction of the software algorithm used in the Airtouch System. The 

software algorithm begins with a group filter to remove unexpected channel response. Then the 

algorithms for each direction’s position estimation are explained. EM modelling simulation is 

included to verify the accuracy of the proposed algorithm to estimate finger position. After that, a 

reconstructed block is proposed to further remove the system noise effect and smooth the detection. 

Chapter 6 reports the Airtouch measurement result and discusses the potential application. 

The result includes two parts. The 1st part describes the hardware sensing circuit measurement 

result and the 2nd part reports the system finger position detection resolution. After that, a 

prototyped platform of the Airtouch system is introduced with a synchronized demonstration video 

included to demonstrate our system concept. Finally, several potential applications in 

mobile/wearable devices are discussed. 

Chapter 7 draws the conclusion of Airtouch research and gives a direction about further 

development of this project, specifically it points out that machine learning algorithms can be a 

potential research direction to improve the sensing accuracy for the 3D touch detection. 
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CHAPTER 2 TOUCH SENSING TECHNOLOGY 

OVERVIEW 

2.1 Resistive Detection based Touch Sensing 

The resistive touch sensor has been very popular during the past ten years. The basic 

structure of a resistive touch sensor is shown in Fig.2.1. Two layers of transparent resistive material 

are included in the resistive touch sensor. Generally they are Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) or some 

other kind of resistive polyester materials. The two layers are placed on top of an insulating layer 

with a spacer layer to separate each other as shown in Fig.2.1 [9]. 

                        

Fig. 2.1 resistive touch screen structure 

One of the popular detection methods of this structure is called 4-wire resistive touch 

sensor and the detection procedure is as explained on Fig.2.2 [10]. Detection is done through first 

applying a voltage gradient across top layer along the x direction and then measuring the voltage 

on the other layer. Then applying a voltage gradient across bottom layer along the y direction and 
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measuring the voltage value on the top layer. When a finger touches the board, it will compress 

the touch panel (including the spacer layer), in this case the sensor layer works like a voltmeter 

and can measure the voltage at the touch point through the applied voltage gradient layer. So from 

the first measurement, we can calculate the touch point along the x direction and for the second 

measurement, we get the y direction and based on this information, we can calculate the location. 

Resistive touchscreen technology works well with almost any stylus-like object, and can 

also be operated with gloved fingers and bare fingers alike. In some cases, this is more suitable 

than a capacitive touchscreen, which needs a capacitive pointer, such as a bare finger (though some 

capacitive sensors can detect gloves and some gloves can work with all capacitive screens). A 

resistive touchscreen operated with a stylus will generally offer more precise pointing precision 

than a capacitive touchscreen operated with a finger. Costs are also low when compared with other 

active touchscreen technologies. However, it is more prone to damage.  In addition, the resistive 

screen's poorer responsiveness to light touches. This has caused it to lose market share to capacitive 

screens in the 21st century and it became less and less popular in the mobile market now [11]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2 Explanation of resistive based touchscreen detection 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stylus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glove
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitive_sensing
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2.2 Capacitive Detection based Touch Sensing 

Capacitance touchscreen usually consist of four multi-layer glasses. The two sides of the 

glass substrate are covered by conductive ITO and a silicon dioxide hard coating covered on the 

front side of ITO as shown in Fig 2.3. The working principle can be described as follow [12]:  

 

Fig. 2.3 Capacitance based touchscreen structure 

Because fingers are conductive, so when a finger touches the screen, it will cause the charge 

accumulation in the touching area across the glass on the conductive material. Touch screen 

usually has four sensors on the four corners and measures the amount of charge flowing from each 

of the sensors to the touched place. Those measured charge information is sent to the touch-

controller to calculate the position. One of the typical ways to detect capacitive touch is to apply a 

voltage on the corner as shown on Fig.2.4, because fingers are connected to ground, so it will 

attract some current drift to touch point. Theoretically, the total current that drifts from the four 

electrodes should be proportional to the distance from the touch point to the four corners and based 

on that it is able to calculate the relative position [13].  
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Fig. 2.4 Explanation of Capacitance touchscreen detection  

However, the above simple detection can only provide single touch point detection. To 

provide multi-touch detection, it usually has to be a touch sensor array, for example a 32-by-32 

sensor array can provide 1024 points resolution, and voltage can apply to each rows or columns. 

When fingers are close to the surface of the sensor, it changes the local electrostatic field between 

row and column channels which affects the mutual capacitance. So by measuring changed 

capacitance at every individual point on the grid, we can determine the touch location.  

These sensor array-type capacitive touchscreen is also called projected capacitive touch 

technology (PCT). It is a variant of capacitive touch sensing described above.  PCT touch screens 

are made up of a matrix of rows and columns of conductive material, layered on the bottom side 

of the display glass. This can be fabricated either by etching a single conductive layer to form a 

grid pattern of electrodes, or by etching two separate perpendicular layers of conductive material 

to form a grid.  The lines are also called electrodes. Voltage applied to this grid will create a 

electrostatic field, which can be measured. When a conductive object, get close to the PCT panel, 

it distorts the local electrostatic field at that point. This is measurable as a change in capacitance. 

If a finger bridges the gap between two of the electrodes, the charge field is further affected. The 

capacitance can be changed and measured at every individual point on the grid. The more channels, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Etching_(microfabrication)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrode
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the better resolutions. Therefore, this system is able to accurately estimate the touch position. Due 

to the top layer of a PCT being glass, it is a more robust solution than less costly resistive touch 

technology. Additionally, it is also possible for a PCT system to sense a passive stylus or any 

grounded objects. There are two types of PCT: mutual-capacitive touch sensing and self-capacitive 

touch sensing [14]. 

Fig. 2.5 is a comparison between mutual-capacitive sensing and self-capacitive sensing in 

the capacitive detection based touchscreen. Unlike self-capacitive sensing, where the sensor 

directly measured the obsolete change of the finger-to-electrode capacitance change. Mutual-

capacitive sensing is measuring the change of the coupling capacitance between two orthogonal 

electrodes and locating the finger position based on the changed electrodes’ cross position. 

 

Fig. 2.5 Sensing methodology comparison between self-capacitive sensing and mutual-capacitive 

sensing 

Among these two sensing methodologies in the capacitive detection based touch screen, 

mutual capacitive sensing become more and more popular. The nature of mutual-capacitive 
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sensing provides the possibility to support multi-touch detection which self-capacitive sensing 

cannot support.  

 

 Fig. 2.6 Example of the multi-touch detection in self-capacitive sensing and mutual-capacitive 

sensing 

Fig. 2.6 is an example of the multi-touch detection comparison between self-capacitive 

sensing and mutual capacitive sensing. The red spots are the place where the touch is happened. 

The green spots are fake touched place which we will use to compare. If the detection is based on 

self-capacitive sensing, which measured the electrode’s self-capacitive response one by one, the 

detected changed channel number is X1,X3,Y2,Y0 which is exactly same when you touch on the 

red spots or on the green spots. On the contrary, if mutual-capacitive detection is employed, the 

red spots touch will give a response in the mutual capacitance: CX3-Y0 CX1-Y2 while green spots 

response as CX1-Y0 CX3-Y2. 
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2.3 Infrared Image based Touch Sensing 

The infrared image based touch sensor generally uses two infrared transmitters on both 

sides of the screen which can form a cross-horizontal and vertical infrared matrix. Usually, it is 

combined with an infrared camera at the bottom of the screen to detect the reflection light from 

the touch surface. When an object touches the surface, the diffuser under the screen reflects more 

light compared with in normal case. So if we compare the normal case and the touched case, we 

will see the reflected signal difference. If we filter out the original reflector signal, we will see 

additional spots from the camera. Depending on the type of diffuser, it can even detect hover and 

objects placed on the surface [15]. A typical example is shown in Fig.2.7. When the finger touches 

the screen, it creates a spot on the camera. This type of the detections works well in both single 

and multi-touch as shown in Fig.2.8. 

 

Fig. 2.7 Explanation of Infrared Touchscreen Detection 

 

Fig. 2.8 Example of Multi-touch of Infrared Touchscreen Detection 

http://wiki.nuigroup.com/Image:Rearditouch.jpg
http://wiki.nuigroup.com/Image:Reardigraphic.jpg
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NextWindow, SMART Technologies are companies that dedicated in this technology [16], 

here we are giving an example of the NextWindow’s optical-touch-screen technology. It uses two 

line-scanning cameras located at adjacent corners of a display as shown in Fig. 2.9.  

 

Fig. 2.9 Schematic representation of NextWindow’s camera-based touch technology  

The camera is used to detect the movement of any object close to the surface by sensing 

the interruption of the infrared light source. The light is emitted in a plane across the the screen 

and is reflected back at the cameras by retro-reflecting strips located along three edges of the 

screen. (Retro-reflectors reflect light back along a path that is parallel to but opposite in direction 

from the angle of incidence.) When a finger (or any object) touches the screen, the controller 

gathers the reflected images from the cameras and analyzes triangulates the position of the 

touching object. These technologies are generally better than other type of the touch screen because 

they have fewer active components and, therefore, should be lower cost. However, most 
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applications to date are found on monitor-sized displays or large displays. Although the technology 

has a sufficiently high resolution and data rate to support handwriting recognition, it is unlikely to 

be offered for displays below about 10 inch. In this level, the palm rejection is not needed due to 

border width, and power-consumption concerns. In summary, camera-based optical touch is 

unlikely to be used in mobile devices in the near future [17]. 

The disadvantages of the infrared image based touch sensor include the following [18]: 

 Accidental activation may occur because infrared beams are actually above the 

glass surface 

 Sensitive to water, snow, and rain 

 May be sensitive to ambient light interference 

 Higher cost 

Those disadvantages limit its application in mobile devices. Specifically, the higher cost of 

this touch sensor is due to added infrared transmitter and receiver in the mobile devices. Since the 

mobile devices area is very limited. This additional cost stops its wide implementation in 

commercial mobile devices. 
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2.4 3D Touch Sensor Technology 

Besides traditional touch sensing, recent works in both academy and industry show a trends 

to extend the touch sensing range from 2D to 3D. This 3D touch, referred as contactless touch 

detection, aims at detecting the finger position at a certain distance and try to recognize the users’ 

instructions through recognizing the gestures as well as fingers’ movement. Several reported works 

listed below describe their 3D touch technology. 

Microchip. Inc in 2013 first proposed a 3D touch sensing detection system as Ref [19]. The 

architecture of the proposed system is summarized as Fig. 2.10. The system used the TX to send 

out a low frequency AC signal and use the five RX to receive the capacitance change between the 

finger and the RX. By detecting the capacitance change between the finger and the five RX, the 

system reconstruct the finger position in space through comparing those response difference. The 

algorithm about finger reconstruction through the detected finger capacitance is not listed in any 

public materials. 

 

Fig. 2.10 System Diagram of the Microchip MGC3130. 
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To realize the high-sensitive capacitive sensing, the Microchip is also customizing the 

touch panel design. The touch panel pattern is shown in Fig. 2.11. According to its reported 

datasheet, the MGC3130 demonstrates a single-touch detection up to 15cm detection range with a 

spatial resolution up to 0.17mm and power consumption of 66mW in the acquisition mode. 

 

Fig. 2.11 Touch Panel Pattern of the Microchip MGC3130. 

In addition to that, Princeton researchers have demonstrated another 3D capacitive touch 

sensing work in the large display. In their reported work [20], they claimed to use high-Q LC 

oscillator as the sensing blocks and measure the oscillator load capacitance change to identify the 

finger-induced capacitance. The system is implemented in a 40cm × 40cm display panel. The 

electrode-to-electrode distance is 10cm. Fig. 2.12 shows a general system diagram of their 

proposed 3D touch system. 
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Fig. 2.12 3D Touch sensing system reported in ISSCC by Princeton’s researchers. 

 

Based on their paper, this system achieves up to 30cm detection range for hand gesture 

detection and consumes up to 19mW power consumptions in the acquisition mode. However, no 

published materials described their software algorithm to reconstruct the finger position in space. 

In addition, the LC oscillator’s frequency is only 200KHz, resulting a high Q off-chip inductor. 
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2.5 Summary of the Reported 2D/3D Touch Sensing Technology 

Based on the literature review above, we summarize the following conclusions for the 

touch sensing technology. For the 2D touch sensor detection, the contact nature provides a short 

path for the system to sense the user’s finger motion, hence the system physical sensing resolution 

requirement is not high. There are multiple methods used in the industry and academy to achieve 

high resolution finger position detection in the past ten years. Among them, capacitive touch 

sensing is the most popular methodology due to its compatibility with nowadays smart phones’ 

screens and the possibility of detecting multi-finger touch.  

On the other side, 3D touch sensing is mainly based on the capacitive sensing. The reported 

3D sensing works all use two-layer touch electrodes in order to achieve horizontal differentiation 

and the touch panel size is beyond the regular size of the mobile screens. In addition, the electrode 

to electrode distance is also more than 10mm which is much larger compared with regular mobile 

screen electrode distance. Power consumption is also relative high compared with existing 2D 

touch sensing. Table. I List the typical reported 2D/3D capacitive work specifications. 
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TABLE I  

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE REPORTED CAPACITIVE TOUCH SENSING WORK 

 

  

 ISSCC12 [21] ISSCC14 [20] MGC3130 [193] 

Sensing Type 2D Mobile 3D Large Screen 3D Large Screen 

External Component 

Required 
No Yes(33uH inductor) No 

Electrode Spacing X 100mm 48mm 

Normalized Sensing Height 

(Height/Panel Area) 

0 

0.018cm-1 

(30cm/(40cm×40cm)) 

0.1cm-1 

(15cm/(14.8cm×9.9cm)) 

Height Resolution X 

10mm 

(Screen Size: 

40cm×40cm) 

X 

SNR 35dB@0cm 

50dB@5cm 

30dB@16cm 

X 

Power Consumption 10.6mW 19mW 66mW 

Die Area 6.87mm2 4.2mm2 X 

Technology 

1.5/5.5/30V 

90nmLDI 

1.2/2.5V 

130nm CMOS 

X 
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CHAPTER 3 AIRTOUCH SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

3.1 Challenges of Implementing Mobile 3D sensing 

As described in above Chapter, to implement the 3D touch sensing in the mobile devices, 

there are several challenges need to overcome. 

The 1st challenge is the sensed active finger capacitance is dramatically reduced compared 

to the 2D sensing where the finger is touched on the screen. This makes the touch system sensitivity 

requirement to be much tighter. To accurately evaluate the sensed finger capacitance change, we 

have built an EM model to verify the finger induced-capacitance versus its height (vertical distance 

between the finger and the touch plane). The result is shown in Fig. 3.1. When the finger height is 

above 5cm, the finger induced capacitance is less than 50fF. 

 

Fig. 3.1 Finger induced-capacitance versus its height 
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In additional to the 1st challenge, the 2nd challenge to implement 3D sensing on mobile 

screen is about how to eliminate large channel-coupling effects. Unlike touch screen in large 

display that reported in Chapter 2.5, touch screen in mobile devices is not allowed to be customized 

with large electrode distance which obviously will reduce the 2D sensing resolution dramatically. 

To implement 3D touch sensing in mobile devices, we need to rely on the existing 2D sensing 

touch panel used in the mobile device market, tolerating a tight electrode-to-electrode spacing. 

This physical nature causes a large inter-channel coupling effect which needs to solve. Regular 

touchscreens in the market are usually two-layers with one layer electrodes in the horizontal 

directions and the other layer’s electrodes are in the vertical directions. Large coupling is shown 

between these orthogonal channels due to the tight space between these two. 

Fig. 3.2 is a typical structure of the touchscreen used in the market.  The touchscreen has 

two-layer electrodes, both layers’ electrodes are diamond-shaped. The corresponding electrical 

model is shown on Fig. 3.3. 
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Fig. 3.2 Diamond shape touch screen architecture  

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Diamond shape touch screen’s electrical model  
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3.2 General Sensing Approach Comparison 

As described in Chapter 2.5. Among those reported 3D sensing works, employing large 

electrodes on the display is a common approach. Through this, the system mitigate the electrodes’ 

coupling effects of the touch panel and increase the sensed finger capacitance. However, this 

approach not only requires a large-sized touch panel but also consumes large power consumption 

due to the large electrode size, making it not possible for the mobile device where the screen size 

and power is limited and electrode deposition cost is expensive. 

To implement 3D touch sensing technology into volume and power-constrained mobile 

devices with low cost, we need to find a suitable capacitive sensing approach. The current 2D 

capacitive touch sensing can be mainly categories as the self-capacitive sensing and mutual-

capacitive sensing as described before. Although the parasitic mutual capacitance of the touch 

electrode is generally much larger than the self-capacitance, mutual capacitive sensing is still 

widely used as the main 2D touch sensing methodology in the mobile industry due to its 

compatibility of implementing multi-touch detection. For self-capacitive sensing, multi-touch 

detection cannot be supported due to the potential generation of ghost point during the electrode 

scanning shown as Fig. 3.4 [22]. For example, the touch screen is touched with two fingers that 

are diagonally separated and detected through self-capacitive sensing, a pair of “ghost points” are 

created because the controller only knows that two columns and two rows have been touched; it 

cannot tell which coordinate pairs belong.  
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Fig. 3.4 The touch screen is touched with two fingers that are diagonally separated  

 

Although the mutual capacitive sensing avoids the generation of the ghost points, it also 

creates a large parasitic coupling capacitance. Through experiment, we have seen around 60pF 

coupling capacitance between channels to channels in the HTC Cesar mobile screen [23]. On the 

other hand, the electrode’s intrinsic self-capacitance is around 500fF. In normal 2D contact 

detection, the finger-induced capacitance can be as large as 20pF, reducing the parasitic 

capacitance requirement. 

Besides, compared with 2D touch sensing, the contactless nature of the 3D touch sensing 

has created an air gap between the finger and the thin touch glass. This requires the touch panel's 

electrode to sense a much smaller finger capacitance [24]. If using mutual-capacitance sensing as 

the sensing approach, we need to detect a femto farad level capacitance change in a fixed parasitic 
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capacitance at 60pF level. On the contrary, if using self-capacitance sensing, the system needs to 

detect femto farad level capacitance change with a parasitic capacitance around 500fF. 

To maximum the system sensitivity, the self-capacitive sensing becomes the best approach 

for 3D touch detection. However, this cause another problems that the self-capacitive sensing 

cannot support multi-touch position detection, resulting a limited user-experience. In the following 

chapter, we will introduce our single-layer touch panel pattern design to enable multi-touch 

detection while using self-capacitive sensing. 
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3.3 Single-Layer Touch Panel Design 

As described above, one of the drawbacks for the common two-layer touch panel is that it 

is unable to detect multi-finger position through self-capacitive sensing. On the other side, the 3D 

touch sensing approach can only be self-capacitive sensing due to the reduction of the active finger 

capacitance. Besides, the design cost of a two-layer touch panel is much higher than single-layer 

touch panel. 

To solve this pair of conflicts and also reduce the manufactory cost, we have proposed a 

single-layer touch panel pattern design that can support multi-touch detection through self-

capacitance sensing and aim at reducing the fabrication cost by half through using only one-layer 

electrodes. The sensing electrodes have been designed as triangle shapes as opposed to the normal 

diamond shapes. This provides a Y direction detection ability through calculating the upper 

channels’ and lower channels’ detected finger-capacitance ratio. This touch panel pattern is first 

proposed in the 2D touch sensing application by Dr. Chunchen Liu in HSEL [25]. In this project, 

we have implemented similar design for the 3D touch sensing. 

Moreover, this structure also avoids the generation of diagonally ghost points which limits 

the traditional self-capacitive touch sensing to multi-touch detection. The triangle shaped electrode 

may create an ambiguity regarding of the multi-fingers’ position if the fingers are exactly aligned 

together in the same X direction, however, this is a recoverable position error as opposed to the 

totally different diagonal ghost points happened in the normal two-layer touch panel. Fig. 3.5 gives 

an example of this type of the touch panel with six channels. However, the real number of the 

channels can be changed depending on the applications and hardware availability.  
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Fig. 3.5 Example of the triangle shaped single-layer touch panel design 

 

To accurately model the performance of this proposed architecture, we have put the touch 

panel pattern in the Ansoft Q3D EM Software. We build the finger model as a grounded-10cm-

height cylinder and measure the finger to channel’s capacitance at different Y position in different 

finger height shown as Fig. 3.6. The simulated results are summarized in Fig. 3.7. The designed 

size of the electrode senses a finger induced capacitance response of more than 40fF up to 5cm 

finger height which is large enough for analog circuitry to detect [26]. Moreover, the sweep of the 

finger Y direction at the same height shows a comparable difference in the electrode's self-

capacitance. This illustrates that it is sufficient for the system to determine the Y position by 

comparing two nearby electrodes' self-capacitance. 
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.  

Fig. 3.6 EM modelling touch panel with the finger movement in the space 

 

Fig. 3.7 Simulated Finger Height versus channel self-capacitance response  

  

Y
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3.4 Touch Panel Modelling 

In additional to the touch panel pattern design, the suitable electrical modelling of the touch 

panel also plays an important role in defining hardware circuit specifications and evaluating the 

system performance. The electrodes of the touch panel are usually fabricated through depositing 

ITO on the screen with a sheet resistance between 10-100 ohm/square [27].  This large sheet 

resistance provides a routing resistance that cannot be ignored in the touch panel modelling. 

Besides, each touch electrode will have a self-capacitance to the ground and mutual capacitance 

to its nearby electrodes. The self-to-ground capacitance serves as an additional load for the 

detection circuit so as reduce the system sensitivity and the mutual capacitance creates a shorting 

path from electrodes to electrodes, limiting the accuracy of finger position estimation. 

In order to accurately model each parameter’s effect on the system performance, the long 

electrode is deposited into several portions, providing an RC constant of each portion to be much 

smaller than the sensing signal’s periods. Fig. 3.8 shows an example of depositing the electrode 

into three discrete lumped RC units. In each unit, 𝐶𝑠 represents the electrode's self-capacitance of 

that particular portion, while 𝐶𝑚   represents the coupling capacitance to its nearby parallel 

electrode. The 𝐶𝑠 and 𝐶𝑚 can be obtained through an EM simulation while the R can be calculated 

based on the analytical expression below: 

 

𝑅 =  𝑅𝑠  ×
2𝐿

3
(𝑊𝑢  + 𝑊𝑑)                                                                  (1) 
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Where the 𝑅𝑠 is the sheet resistance of the ITO,  L is the length of the electrode on Y 

direction, and 𝑊𝑢, 𝑊𝑑 correspond to the upper and lower width of the electrode's on X direction's 

in each portion. In the following section, we will describe the hardware self-capacitive sensing 

circuit implemented in the Airtouch system. 

 

Fig. 3.8 Modelling of the touch electrode with one unit portion highlighted 
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CHAPTER 4 AIRTOUCH HARDWARE SYSTEM  

4.1 Hardware System Architecture 

The hardware sensing system design is explained in this chapter. The system contains three 

major techniques to solve the 3D sensing challenges described in Chapter 3. 

1. An oscillator-based CDS module with trimming capacitor array at the oscillator input 

to enable high resolution self-capacitance sensing. 

2.  A bootstrapping circuitry to mitigate the inter-channel coupling effects, providing 

horizontal direction differentiations.   

3. An on-chip inductor-less resonator as the capacitive sensing blocks to reduce 

production cost. 

Fig. 4.1 gives an overview architecture of the hardware sensing system with major blocks 

highlighted.

 

Fig. 4.1 Overall of the Airtouch Hardware System Architecture 
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4.2 Oscillator-based CDS 

The channel’s load capacitance change is measured through an inverter-based LC oscillator 

whose frequency is monitored via a digital counter with a specific integration time (observing time 

window). Unlike traditional oscillator-based capacitive sensing, the integrated counter value will 

be directly equated with the channel’s load capacitance. The CDS sensing uses a dummy load to 

cancel the channel’s intrinsic self-capacitance and only outputs the sensed finger-induced 

capacitance of the channel. During each measurement cycle, the oscillator is first connected to the 

desired input sensor channel for a given integration time and then connected to a dummy load with 

similar capacitance for the same integration time. During each integration window, a digital 

counter records the number of periods that the oscillator completes which reflects the oscillation 

frequency. Fig. 4.2 shows the overall oscillator based CDS block diagram. 

 

Fig. 4.2 Overall Oscillator based CDS sensing architecture  
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The sensing procedure is as follows: In the 1st cycle, the oscillator connected to the sensor 

channel, and measure the oscillator frequency: fsen. Then, the oscillator is connected to the 

reference channel (dummy channel) and the counter measures the oscillator frequency: fref. Finally, 

the system output the minus of these two measured frequency (fsen –fref ) as the final output. 

Since the finger-induced capacitance is very small compared with the channel intrinsic self-

capacitance, the output counter code difference is directly proportional to the sensed finger 

capacitance derived as (2).  

𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 = ∆𝐶 =
1

4𝜋2(𝑓−∆𝑓)2𝐿
−

1

4𝜋2𝑓2𝐿
≈

∆𝑓

2𝜋2𝑓3𝐿
                                                     (2) 

Where 𝑓 corresponds to the oscillation frequency and 𝐿 is the oscillator’s inductor value. 

In addition, if the active channel’s intrinsic capacitance and dummy channel load are well matched, 

any low frequency noise (i.e Oscillator’s flicker noise) will be shown in the counter value of both 

the active channel case and the dummy channel case. By outputting the counter’s difference 

between the input channel and dummy channel, the system will cancel most of the low frequency 

noise through generating a zero at the DC in its frequency transfer function. The equivalent 

frequency transfer function of the CDS integration can be derived as (3) and (4).  

𝑌(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑋(𝑡)
𝑡

𝑡−𝑡0
− ∫ 𝑋(𝑡)

𝑡+𝑡0

𝑡
                   

          = ∫ 2𝑋(𝑡) − 𝑋(𝑡 − 𝑡0) − 𝑋(𝑡 + 𝑡0)
𝑡

−∞
                                         (3)                                     

𝐻(𝑓) =
𝐹(𝑌(𝑡))

𝐹(𝑋(𝑡))
=

1

𝑗2𝜋𝑓
(2 − 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑡0𝑓 − 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑡0𝑓)          

           =
4sin (𝜋𝑡0𝑓)2

𝑗2𝜋𝑓
= −2𝑗𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝜋𝑡0𝑓)𝑡0 sin(𝜋𝑡0𝑓)                             (4) 
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Where t0 is the integration window time. When 𝑓 is close to DC, the transfer function can 

be approximated as (5), showing a zero at the DC.  

𝐻(𝑓) = −2𝜋𝑗𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝜋𝑡0𝑓)𝑡0
2𝑓                                                    (5) 

In (6) (7), we derive the transfer function for a system without correlated sampling, 

showing low-frequency noise exhibits a large gain near DC, limiting the system’s sensitivity to 

small changes of  capacitance. Fig. 4.3 shows the comparison between CDS transfer functions and 

non-CDS transfer functions. As it shows, the CDS transfer functions provide a large noise 

attenuation at low frequency, resulting a highly sensitive capacitive sensing system.  

𝑌(𝑡)  = ∫ 𝑋(𝑡)
𝑡

𝑡−𝑡0
= ∫ 𝑋(𝑡) − 𝑋(𝑡 − 𝑡0)

𝑡

−∞
                                        (6)   

𝐻(𝑓) =
𝐹(𝑌(𝑡))

𝐹(𝑋(𝑡))
=

1

𝑗2𝜋𝑓
(1 − 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑡0) 

           = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝜋𝑡0𝑓)𝑡0𝑒−𝑗𝜋𝑓𝑡0                                                     (7)  
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Fig. 4.3 Noise Transfer Function Comparison between CDS and Non-CDS architecture 

Through Fig.4.3, we see around 20dB attenuation of the low frequency noise between CDS 

and Non-CDS. However, in order to provide CDS function, the reference channel should have 

same load properties as the active ones. In this case, the two measurement results are correlated. 

In addition, all the sensing channels should also have same load properties. Thus, the ratio between 

the frequency shift and the measured finger capacitor value for each channel are same. The 

measured frequency shift can be represented as the detected unified finger capacitance.  

To trim all the channels to have equal load properties, a two-step calibration algorithm is 

introduced in the following sections.  
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4.3 Calibration of the Channel Load 

As discussed in Chapter 4.2, in order to use the CDS to cancel noise, an equal electrical 

load capacitance among all channels including the dummy channel is necessary.  To achieve this, 

a two-steps channel load trimming calibration scheme is employed. Fig. 4.4 shows the 1st step of 

the calibration sequence which searches for the maximum-load-capacitance channel. The system 

scans each channel and monitors the counter value (equated to oscillator frequency) for a fixed 

time. In each scan, the counter’s output result stored in RegA will be compared with the RegB’s 

value. If it is smaller than the RegB’s value, it will replace the current RegB’s value. After the 

scanning, the maximum channel’s load capacitance value will be stored in RegB as the reference 

load value which is used to calibrate the remaining channels’ load capacitance. 

  

Fig. 4.4 Procedure for determining the maximum channel load 
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During the 2nd step of the calibration, each channel will be calibrated individually by using 

a switched capacitor array to trim the channel capacitance to closely match the reference load 

value. This is achieved by successively approximating the readout counter value to be as close as 

the RegB’s value through a 6-bit binary capacitor array as shown in Fig. 4.5. After the calibration 

sequence, the capacitor array’s value will be stored in the memory and will be loaded during 

normal scanning to trim each channel’s load to match the reference. In normal scanning, if no 

finger is approaching the sensor, the CDS output will remain close to zero, while if a finger is 

approaching, the counter will output a positive number. 

 

 

Fig. 4.5 Procedure of calibrating Channel I’s load using a SAR algorithm 

 

The state machine diagram for this calibration is described in Fig. 4.6. The calibration as 

described before is using SAR operations. The whole calibration begins only one time during the 
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power up. The calibration algorithm is currently implemented through the software side as the 

circuit only required one time calibration. The control of each digital trimming capacitor is through 

the digital core block which connected with the PC through USART. The following chapters will 

describe the details about this interface. 

 

 

Fig. 4.6 State machine diagram of the channel-load calibration 
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4.4 Bootstrapping Technique 

In addition to the challenges of detecting the small finger capacitance change in 3D sensing 

compared with 2D sensing, the large channel-to-channel coupling capacitance (typically in the 

range of 20pF-100pF for a mobile screen) also limits the system sensitivity, causing a resolution 

degradation in the horizontal direction during the channel scanning process. This difficulty is 

illustrated in Fig. 4.7.  

 

Fig. 4.7 Channel coupling effect in small touchscreens 

 (when 𝐶𝑐>> 𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟, both CH0 and CH1 will show an equal response) 

When the finger is approaching Channel 0 (CH0), a femto-farad level finger capacitance 

𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟  is induced onto CH0. Ideally, the system should only see the induced capacitance 

experienced as an increase in CH0’s self-capacitance. However, if the inter-channel capacitor 𝐶𝑐 
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is much larger than 𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟, the finger capacitance will couple to CH1 through 𝐶𝑐, providing an 

equal channel response among CH0 and CH1, which will cause a false horizontal position 

detection. To overcome this, bootstrapping circuitry is introduced between channels to eliminate 

the coupling capacitance as depicted in Fig. 4.8. As the electrodes array is scanned, a unity-gain 

amplifier is used to sense the time-domain voltage of the currently active channel and replicate it 

on the remaining inactive channels to nullify the coupling capacitance by enforcing equal potential 

across the inter-channel coupling capacitors. In this case, the coupling capacitance seen from the 

active channel is suppressed.  

 

Fig. 4.8 Introduced bootstrapped circuitry showing the suppression of the coupling capacitance 

through the tracking amplifier. 
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The derivation of the bootstrapping technique is as (8) (9). The corresponding circuit model 

is shown in Fig. 4.8. 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝐴

𝐴+1
𝑉𝑖𝑛                 (8) 

𝑍𝑖𝑛(𝑠) =
𝑉𝑖𝑛

𝐼𝑖𝑛
=

𝑉𝑖𝑛

(𝑉𝑖𝑛−𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡)𝑠𝐶𝑐
=

𝑉𝑖𝑛
𝑠𝐶𝑐

(𝐴+1)𝑉𝑖𝑛

=
𝐴+1

𝑠𝐶𝑐
             (9) 

 

As it shows in the equation, the input capacitance looking from the active channel is 

reduced to 1/(A+1) of the coupling capacitance as before. To achieve enough suppression, a gain 

of 45dB two stage amplifier is designed to lock the idle channels’ voltage. 

 

Cc

Zin

Vin VoutA

 

Fig. 4.9 Bootstrapped circuitry showing the suppression of the coupling capacitance through the 

tracking amplifier 
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4.5 Circuit Implementation of The Oscillator 

Fig. 4.10 (a) shows the design of the CDS oscillator for the proposed bootstrapped 

correlated-double-sampling (BCDS) sensing system. The nature of self-capacitance touch sensing 

prefers a single-ended capacitance-modulation action as opposed to a differential implementation. 

In addition, the limited gain and bandwidth of the bootstrapping amplifier requires a sinusoidal 

waveform instead of a square wave to avoid performance deterioration due to poor waveform 

replication at higher harmonics. Unlike a traditional LC single-ended oscillator, where there is a 

large on-chip or off-chip passive element (such as the off-chip inductor used in [19]), the BCDS 

sensor employs an inverter-based active resonator similar to that reported in [28]. The right four 

inverters I2,I3,I4,I5 construct an gyrator to form an equivalent active inductor, while the left 

inverter (I1) serves as a negative resistor to provide energy to the resonator. The equivalent small 

signal mode of the circuit can be derived as Fig. 4.10 (b) with a corresponding oscillating frequency 

derived as (12) 

𝑍𝑔(𝑠)  =
𝑉𝐴

𝑔𝑚5𝑉𝐵
=

𝑠𝐶2

𝑔𝑚5𝑔𝑚3
                               (10) 

𝐿𝑒 =
𝐶2

𝑔𝑚5𝑔𝑚3
                             (11) 

𝑓 =
1

2𝜋√𝐿𝑒𝐶𝐿
=

1

2𝜋√𝐿𝑒𝐶𝐿
=

1

2𝜋
√𝑔𝑚5𝑔𝑚3/𝐶𝐿𝐶2                                        (12)     

Where 𝑍𝑔(𝑠) is the Laplace transform of the input impedance of the gyrator, 𝐶𝐿  is the 

channel load capacitance and 𝐶2 is a tunable capacitor array to alter the active inductor value so 

that the oscillator frequency can be varied.  
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   (a)                                                                                                        (b) 

Fig. 4.10 (a) Simplified schematic of the inverter based active resonator and (b) its corresponding 

small signal mode 

To further ease the bootstrapping amplifier’s design, reduce power consumption and 

improve the oscillator’s linearity, diode clamps are paired with each inverter to reduce the voltage 

swing of the oscillator shown as Fig. 4.11. 
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Fig. 4.11 Diode clamped inverter design and measurement of the oscillator signal in the active 

channel and the bootstrapped signal on an inactive channel
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4.6 Digital core and USART Design 

In order to calculate the sensed finger capacitive value of each channel and send the 

information to PC to do signal processing, a digital core with a USART communication block is 

designed. The digital core includes function control as well as the counter to do integration. 

The USART is a serial-to-parallel interface inside the chip, which communicates with a 

microcontroller. The microcontroller works as a medium between chip and the PC. The 

handshaking operation between USART which serves as a slave and the microcontroller which 

serves as a master is shown in Fig.4.12.  

 

Fig. 4.12 USART and Microcontroller Handshaking Operation 

The microcontroller initiates the communication by sending a “1” to USART through the 

wire UMX, and then sending the data through UMX port. The USART recognizes 1st “1” in the 

UMX which will be regarded as a ready signal of packet. Then it will keep receiving each bit. 

Once the USART finishes reading all the 41bit data, it starts to implement the functions. After 

another two clock cycle, it will begin to answer to the microcontroller which feedback 24bit data 

to microcontroller through USX and the microcontroller will transfer data to PC. 
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The counter is designed with a 16bit word length supporting integration up to 65536 clock 

cycle. Our oscillator runs at a few MHz frequency which can be fully covered by this integration 

range.  

In additional to that, all the digital control regarding of the trimming caps and channel 

selection is through digital core, instructions are sent through PC. 

The proposed hardware sensing circuit is fabricated through TSMC 65nm technology and 

the whole system occupy 1150um x 1800um area shown as Fig. 4.13. The hardware chip size is 

limited by the testing pads which can be removed in real production.  

 

Fig. 4.13 Die photo of the touch sensor circuit  
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CHAPTER 5 AIRTOUCH SOFTWARE 

ALGORITHM  

In this section, we describe the algorithms that used to detect finger position detection. The 

whole backend digital processing procedures is shown in Fig. 5.1. The acquired channel’s self-

capacitance values first go to a group filter to remove noise effect and then the processed data will 

be used to calculate finger’s instant X, Y, Z direction position separately. Finally, the instant 

position information goes to the reconstruction blocks to estimate the current finger position. 

Y position 
Cal

X position 
Cal

Grouping Filter 

Z  position 
Cal

 Reconstruction

Position

 

Fig. 5.1 Airtouch Signal Processing Procedure 
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5.1 Grouping Filter 

As described in Chapter 4, the potential unwanted coupling capacitance of the touch panel 

can cause a system degradation, resulting an inaccurate finger position. Even the bootstrapping 

technique described before has cancelled the coupling capacitance mostly, a small fractional 

leaked capacitance can still create finger position error. In additional to that, the body-introduced 

background capacitance is also sensed during the scanning which creates ambiguity for the system 

to determine the real finger position. Fig. 5.2 shows how these two mechanisms affect the 

measurement of finger position. For example, when the finger is on top of the Channel 1 and 2, 

Channel 6 may see some fringe capacitance Cbackground due to the hand shape and the coupled active 

Cfinger through Cc. This results in the inaccurate position estimation.  

 

Fig. 5.2 Illustration of the grouping algorithm to filter out unwanted capacitive response 

To avoid this, a grouping filter is proposed.  The grouping filter categorizes the useful 

channel responses into a group and replace the unexpected response with its nearby channel 

response.  The group filter is designed with the following steps: 
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1. Compare the maximum channel response with a pre-defined threshold to confirm a valid 

sensing.  

2. Find the highest peak envelope of the channels' responses and group the corresponding 

channels. 

3. The ungrouped channel’s response will be replaced with its nearby grouped channel’s 

response 

After the grouping filter, the output data will be passed to each block separately to calculate 

the instant position in different directions. 
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5.2 Instant Y Position Calculation 

The horizontal direction instant position estimation is separated into X, Y directions, the 

system first uses the grouped data to determine the instant Y position and then estimate the instant 

X position information through the obtained instant Y position information. 

The instant Y position information can be obtained through comparing upper and lower 

channels’ response difference. For a certain finger Y positions, the responses of these two different 

types of channels are different. For example, when a finger is close to the touch panel’s upper 

edge, upper channels will have a much larger response compared to the lower channels due to its 

large sensing area compared with its nearby lower channel’s. By assuming the finger induced 

capacitance value is proportional to its shielded area, we can derive the Y position through (13) 

(14). 

𝑟𝑑𝑐       =        
∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟

∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
                          (13) 

𝑌𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 =
𝑟𝑑𝑐−1

𝑟𝑑𝑐+1
𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟−∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟+∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥                                                                     (14) 
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Fig. 5.3 Illustration of Y position calculation through linear modelling of the sensed capacitance: 

yellow area corresponding to finger position 

However, this derived equations only fits when the finger capacitance can be modeled as a 

linear parallel plates’ capacitance (sensed finger-capacitance is proportional to the shielded area). 

As the application aims to detect the finger position with a certain finger height, the induced 

fringing capacitance need to be accounted for. Fig. 5.4 shows how this fringing capacitance can 

affect the detection accuracy. Here, the center vertical arrows represent the linear finger-

capacitance modeled as parallel plates’ capacitance. In additional, the side surface of the finger 

also induced certain capacitance in the electrodes’ input, causing a position error if using (14) to 

estimate. 
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Fig. 5.4 Illustration of the fringing capacitance effect on the measuring accuracy 

Since fringing capacitance is induced by finger’s side surface, we have assumed the upper 

channels’ sensed fringing capacitance is equal to the lower channels sensed fringing capacitance. 

In addition, we assume the fringing capacitance is fixed at a low finger height (<3cm). Based on 

this assumption, we can derive (14)’s error as (16). This added fringing capacitance generates a 

large position error when the finger is close to the panel’s edge.  

𝑌𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒r_m =  
∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑚−∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑚

∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑚+∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑚
𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑙−∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑙

∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑙+∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑙+∑ 𝐶𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥                            (15) 

𝑌𝑒 =
∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑙

−∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑙

∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑙
+∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑙

𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑌𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟_𝑚 =
(∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑙

−∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑙
)𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥

(∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑙
+∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑙

)(∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑙
+∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑙

+∑ 𝐶𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔)
     (16)  
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Here ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑚 , ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑚  represents the measured upper and lower channels’ sensed 

capacitance. ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑙, ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑙 represent the sensed linear finger capacitances of the upper and 

lower channels. 𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 represents the sensed fringing capacitance in each channel.   

To compensate this fringing capacitance effect in the position estimation, we add a fixed 

coefficient in the Equation. 14. The final equation is derived as (17) (18). To further verify the 

effectiveness of this coefficient on improving the detection resolution, an EM model of the finger 

and the touch panel is built with the Ansoft Q3D CAD tool as shown in Fig. 5.5. Simulated finger-

induced capacitance values are put in (13) (14) to calculate the finger Y position and compare with 

the real position value in the EM modeling. As shown in Fig. 5.5, this added coefficient has 

improved the position estimation accuracy by 11dB compared to the reported work in [29]. 

𝑌𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 = 𝛽0
∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑚−∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑚

∑ ∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑚+∑ ∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑚
𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥                                              (17) 

𝛽0 =  
∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑙+∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑙+𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔

∆𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑙+∆𝐶𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑙
                               (18)

 

Fig. 5.5 Illustration of Y position calculation modelling and the comparison of the new proposed 

equations estimation error versus the old one 
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Fig. 5.6 Measured Airtouch output code versus the linear modelling calculated results 

 

To further validate our assumptions about the fringing capacitance, we did a measure of 

the fringing cap value with the finger in different position. Fig. 5.6 shows the measured hardware 

output code versus the ideal calculated response (ignoring fringing capacitance effect). Fig. 5.7 is 

representing the difference of these two codes which represented the added fringing capacitance. 

As it shows, up to 4cm, the fringing capacitance adds between 100 to140 code on the final output. 

This variation is small compared with the finger capacitance response. So our assumption above 

regarding of the fringing capacitance effect and modelling is accurate enough for low finger height 

horizontal position detection. 
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Fig. 5.7 Code difference introduced by fringing capacitance effect 
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5.3 Instant X Position Calculation 

The instant X position is calculated based on the center-weighted algorithm. Noticing the 

electrode has different width in different Y position, so how to accurately represent the electrode’s 

center position in X direction plays an important role to determine the actual finger instant position. 

Here we use the obtained Y position information to define each electrode’s X direction’s center 

position and calculated the finger position based on the weighted average of all the electrodes’ 

center X positions. The algorithm can be separated into the follow two steps with the equation 

shown on (19) (20). 

 

1. Find each electrode’s center 𝑋𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  based on the finger’s Y position obtained above 

2. Calculate the weighted average of all the channels’ center 𝑋𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  with their finger 

capacitive responses and output the average as the final X position. 

 

𝑋𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑖 =
𝑋𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑖+𝑋𝑏𝑜𝑡_𝑖

2
+

𝑋𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑖−𝑋𝑏𝑜𝑡_𝑖

2
×

𝑌𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟

𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥
                                         (19) 

𝑋𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 =
∑ 𝑋𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑖×∆𝐶𝑖𝑖

∑ ∆𝐶𝑖𝑖
                                                                                    (20) 

 

Here 𝑋𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑖 is the i channel’s center 𝑋𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 at the certain Y finger value and the  𝑋𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑖 

corresponds to the i channel’s top-edge’s middle point X position; 𝑋𝑏𝑜𝑡_𝑖 represents the i channel’s 

bottom-edge’s middle point X position and ∆𝐶𝑖 is the sensed i channel’s finger capacitance. These 

parameters are explained Fig. 5.8. 
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Fig. 5.8 Electrode’s center position calculation at a certain finger Y position 
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5.4 Instant Z Position Calculation 

The instant Z position calculation is based on the total measured finger-induced coupling 

capacitance on the touch panel. As the size of the touch panel is much larger than the user's finger, 

the finger is modeled as a small circular disk on top of the plane. In this case, the coupling 

capacitance is a combination of the parallel coupling capacitance and fringing capacitance. Here 

the parallel coupling capacitance is inversely proportional to the finger height, while the fringing 

capacitance has a non-linear transfer function at a large finger height [30]. 

To obtain an accurate relationship between the capacitance and finger distance, we have 

used the polynomial curve to fit the EM simulation results on the finger height versus channel's 

sensed finger capacitance. Since the application is targeted to be embedded in mobile phones 

where computational resources are limited, we have removed the 3rd and above orders to reduce 

the computation complexity. The Z direction equation can be written as (21): 

 

𝑍𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 = 𝑎 + 𝛽0
𝜀0𝐴

∑ ∆𝐶𝑖𝑖
+𝛽1(

𝜀0𝐴

∑ ∆𝐶𝑖𝑖
)2                                                        (21) 

 

where 𝑎 , 𝛽0 , 𝛽1   are constant coefficients obtained through curve fitting on the EM 

modelling result, while 𝐴 represents the finger surface area and ∆𝐶𝑖 corresponds to the i channel’s 

sensed finger capacitance. In real application, we also adjust the coefficients a little through fitting 

on the experiment results.   

Here the finger is modelled as a 10cm height grounded-cylinder with a diameter of 1cm as 

Ref [31]. The screen is modelled as a glass covered by ITO. The sheet resistance of the ITO is 
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defined as 140Ohm/square.  The finger modelling is an approximation compared with real finger 

in real-world scenery. However, considering the target application is for near screen detection 

(finger to screen distance <6cm) and the limited computation ability of the mobile CPU, we believe 

this is an appropriate modelling for the Airtouch design.  

 

Fig. 5.9 Modeling of the Finger and Touchscreen in the EM Tools 
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To verify the effectiveness of this equation to estimate finger’s Z position, we have put our 

modeled finger and touch panel in the EM tools and simulate the electrode’s capacitance response 

with the finger in different horizontal positions (left, center and right) and different heights. The 

obtained capacitance derives the estimated Z position through (21) and is compared with the real 

finger position in the EM tool. Results are summarized in Fig 5.10 below. As it shows, the 

estimated error of this modelling is less than 4mm for up to 6cm finger-height. 

 

Fig. 5.10 Finger Position Estimation Error in Z directions 
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5.5 Position Reconstruction  

The final reconstructed finger position is based on the instant finger position information 

obtained from above. Since the finger is remotely to the screen, any environmental or systemic 

noise can result a large variation on the calculated finger position, making the output finger 

position unstable. In addition, the environment can also generate some random peak noise due to 

the electromagnetic interference or background change, causing a large finger position jump from 

sample to sample.  

To avoid this, a 5th order IIR filter has been implemented on the reconstruction block to 

remove random peak noise effect as well as stabilizing the reconstruct finger position. The final 

position is based on an average of the 4 previous results plus the calculated instant position 

information. The filter equation is shown in (22). Through using this IIR filter, high frequency 

noise is removed and output position change is much smoother. 

𝑃[𝑛] = 𝑎1(𝑃[𝑛 − 1] + 𝑃[𝑛 − 2] + 𝑃[𝑛 − 3] + 𝑃[𝑛 − 4]) + 𝑎2𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡[𝑛]                             (22) 

𝑎2 = 1 − 𝑎1                           (23) 

Where 𝑃[𝑛] represent the final position currently, and 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡[𝑛] represented the instant 

position calculated through the above model. 𝑎1, 𝑎2 are constantly coefficient to adjust the weight 

between instant information and previous result. 

The software graphic interface is shown in Fig. 5.11. On the right side, there are four 

buttons for different function calls. Initialization is used when first launching the system and this 

function will setup the PC and Airtouch SOC’s interconnections. Calibration function is used to 

calibrate each channels’ load to the same property as described before, after that, the user can click 
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Start button to initiate the Airtouch 3D touch detection and Stop button is for closing the 

application when finished the demonstration. The detected finger position is shown on the left plot. 

 

 

Fig. 5.11 Airtouch Software GUI Interface 
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CHAPTER 6 AIRTOUCH SYSTEM 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

AND APPLICATIONS 

In this section, a prototype of the proposed Airtouch 3D touch sensing system has been 

built and measured. The first experiment is to check the CDS method in improving the system 

sensitivity. Then, a comparison of the channel response to different finger position is listed to 

prove the reduction of the inter-channel coupling effect through bootstrapping technique. After 

that, the system estimated position accuracy is characterized through experiment. Finally, a new 

Airtouch 3D sensing system platform has been built and characterized with instant video 

demonstrations of the system’s concept.   

6.1 Hardware Circuit Measurement 

6.1.1 Oscillator-based-CDS Performance Evaluation 

As described in Section II, one of the techniques we implement to improve the hardware 

sensing resolution is by applying CDS method to reduce the noise in the system. To verify the 

effectiveness of this method, we connected the prototyped sensor with a standard HTC 3.4” mobile 

touch screen array (Channel Number: X=16 Y=10). The synchronized scope capture of the active 

channel and idle channel’s response is shown below with finger on or not on top of the screen. 
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(a)                                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 6.1 (a) channel response with no fingers and (b) channel response with fingers on the top 

In addition, we have also used the scope to measure the active resonator’s phase noise 

which is a critical parameter to evaluate the Airtouch system sensitivity. The measured phase noise 

is at 1MHz and achieves -123dBc/Hz as shown in Fig. 6.2 
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Fig. 6.2 Phase noise measurement of the Airtouch sensing oscillator  

During the measurement, we first record the sensor’s counter output when the sensor is 

connected to the reference channel (dummy load) and then repeat the measurement with the sensor 

connected to the active channel. Next, we plot these two cases’ values and compute each case’s 

standard deviation. Then, we perform the subtraction operation to produce the CDS output.  Fig. 

6.3 shows the counter output code for the regular channels as well as the CDS output. Based on 

the curve of the active channel’s output and reference channel’s output, we see a high levels of 

correlation between the two. By comparing the standard deviation of the regular channel output 

and the CDS output, we see 10.5 dB reduction of system noise through CDS function. 
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Fig. 6.3 Measurement of the counter output for the reference channel and an actively channel 

showing that the oscillator is correlated between both conditions 
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6.1.2 Bootstrapping Technique Evaluation 

Besides the CDS, the bootstrapping circuitry is another technique we propose to reduce the 

inter-channel coupling effect to improve the hardware circuit resolution for finger position 

estimation in X,Y direction. To verify this, the sensed channel is fixed to a vertical channel located 

in the center of the screen. The finger is moving from the left side of the screen to the right side 

with different heights.  

 

 

 

Fig. 6.4 Airtouch hardware output code versus finger position for different finger heights 

The measured channel response is shown in Fig. 6.4. As it shows, when the finger’s height 

is below 3cm, the bootstrapping circuitry provides sufficient coupling isolation, resulting a code 

difference to be comparable with the measured code result. When the finger is above 3cm, because 

of the limited gain of the amplifier and the reduction of the finger-induced capacitance, the sensor 
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responses among different finger positions are almost the same. In this case, the bootstrapping 

circuitry can no longer support the X direction position differentiation. 

The whole hardware sensing system consumes a 2.3mA current at 1V supply. More than 

80% of the current is consumed by the bootstrapping circuitry to drive the idle channel’s parasitic 

coupling capacitance. The oscillation frequency is at a range of 1MHz-15MHz. Depending on the 

applications and the touch panel property, the system can tune its oscillation frequency. 
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6.2 Algorithm Performance Evaluation 

The evaluation of the system’s algorithm accuracy in finger-position estimation is 

conducted through a prototype setup as Fig. 6.5. The prototype system contains a mobile-phone-

sized touchscreen with a triangular electrode pattern as described before, a low power capacitive 

sensing circuit to sense the finger capacitance, an ARM-based microprocessor unit (MCU) and a 

laptop to calculate and display the reconstructed finger position. 

 

 

Fig. 6.5 Airtouch Demonstration Setup 

The reconstructed finger position is represented as a 1cm2 green square in the coordinate 

system, while the touch panel is modeled as a grey rectangle with same size as the real panel. The 

system is real-time updated with a sampling speed up to 30 times per second.  The experiment is 

conducted with user’s finger hovering on top of the screen and moving both horizontally and 
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vertically. Fig. 6.6 compares the real finger position in the space with its reconstructed value in 

the Airtouch system.  Specifically, Fig. 6.6 (a), (b) shows finger at different corners of the touch 

panel with a height of 1cm. The corresponding detected results is shown in (e) and (f). Another 

comparison shown between (c) and (d) is about the Z direction detection resolution. In (c), the 

finger is at about 4cm above the screen while in (d) it is 0.5cm to the screen. The raw video of this 

performance evaluation is [31] while the reconstructed position is shown in [32] 

 

 

(a)                                      (b)                                     (c)                                 (d)       

 

(e)                                       (f)                                     (g)                                  (h)       

Fig. 6.6 Comparison of Airtouch Sensing Result versus real Finger Position. (a), (b), (e), (f) 

is the finger horizontal moving comparison. (c), (d), (g), (h) is the finger vertical 

moving comparison 
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The experiment shows that the system achieves an X, Y direction resolution up to 0.6cm 

(measured at a finger height at 1cm) through the improved algorithm to reduce the fringing 

capacitance effect. The horizontal direction resolution reduced when finger height is higher and 

achieves no differentiation if finger height is more than 4cm. Experiment shows this resolution 

reduction is mainly coming from two factors:  

1. Weak finger-induced capacitance causes the channel-coupling effect dominated and 

results no channel response difference for different finger positions.  

2. As the finger height increased the finger fringing capacitance becomes dominated and 

makes the proposed position estimation model inaccurate.  

In addition, the system achieves a Z direction detection range up to 6cm with a resolution 

of 1.5cm. The detection error in Z direction is more than the modelling predictions at a large Z 

distance. Through experiment, we believe this is mainly caused by simplifying the surrounded 

environment (i.e. hand shape, body shape) in the EM modelling.  

Table II lists the performance summary of the Airtouch system and comparison with other 

relevant work.  Compared to other relevant work, the Airtouch system shows to be more suitable 

for mobile device where the power and space are limited. 
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TABLE II  

PERFORMANCE SUMMAYR AND COMPARISON 
 ISSCC14  MGC3130  This Work 

Sensing Type 3D Large Screen 3D Large Screen 3D Mobile 

Touch Layer No. 2 2 1 

External Component 

Required 

Yes(33uH 

inductor) 
No No 

Screen Size 30cm x 40cm 14.8cm x 9.9cm 10cm x 6cm 

Height Resolution 0.7cm X 
<0.6cm@1cm 

Finger Height 

Z direction detection range 30cm 10cm 6cm 

Power Consumption 19mW 66mW 2.3mW 

Die Area 4.2mm2 X 2mm2 

Supply Voltage 1.2/2.5V 3.3V 
1V(sensing circuit) 

3.3V(MCU) 
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6.3 Airtouch System Demonstration 

To further validate our concept of implementing this technology into mobile devices to 

provide advanced user-experiences, we built a mobile-prototype platform with our Airtouch 

system integrated as shown in Fig. 6.7. Here, the screen is fabricated through depositing ITO on 

top of plastic PET film. The screen size is characterized as 10cm × 6cm, integrated together with 

the Airtouch SOC through the PCB board.  

 

Fig. 6.7 Airtouch Mobile-Prototype Platform Setup 
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Fig. 6.8 Airtouch Mobile-Prototype Platform Demo Setup 

 

The 1st synchronous demo video for single-finger position capture is shown in [33]. The 

demonstration begins with charactering the finger horizontal position detection accuracy at a 

certain finger height (2-3cm). Next, we perform some simple gestures by drawing circles on top 

of the screen to characterize the system’s responding speed to dynamic finger movement. Finally 

to verify the Z direction detection range, the finger is moved up and down on the screen with a 

range up to 6cm. As shown in the demonstration video, the prototype platform can capture the 

user’s finger movement on top of the screen successfully through the Airtouch sensing system. 

The 2nd synchronous demo video characterizes the system performance to muti-finger 

position detection as shown in [34]. Specially, in this case, we target two fingers’ position 

detection. As shown in the demonstration video, the system can successfully detects the two-
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finger’s movement in both X, Y, Z direction separately without generating any diagonal ghost 

point. In addition, we have found the multi-finger position has a limited resolution compared with 

the single-finger position detection due to the background effect of the hand shape. To further 

improve multi-touch detection accuracy, a more complicated finger modelling for multi-touch 

detection is required. 

As demonstrated, the Airtouch system offers the potential to improve traditional 2D mobile 

touch sensing to 3D sensing. The demonstrated system focuses on detecting the 3D finger position 

and user’s gestures with existing mobile hardware device. While this prototype employs a 

customized hardware sensing circuit, it can be replaced by any existing high resolution capacitive 

sensor (e.g. [35]). 
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6.4 Airtouch System Applications 

Unlike 2D touch sensing, the Airtouch System offers a much better user experience through 

detecting finger movement in space. Advance mobile games/ applications can be realized through 

using this new feature. Here we are proposing several potential applications that can benefit from 

this technology. 

1. Motion tracked mobile games 

As the mobile games industry become more and more competitive, the video game 

company are more interesting to provide the game in a way that can interact with users, not through 

key board typing or mouse clicking, but more complicated interaction like motion tracking or voice 

recognitions. Microsoft’s Kinect [36] is an example which involves users in front of the TV and 

tracks the user’s motion change through camera. When merging this technology into the mobile 

devices, the camera solution for motion tracking is not suitable and efficient any more. This is 

mainly due to the following reasons:  

(1) Changed background environment of the mobile screen makes the vision detection 

difficult. Unlike TV application where the place is fixed, mobile phone’s application 

can be at any place and even a moving environment. In this case, the camera can 

certainly detect the background change in front of the screen and false recognize as a 

motion. In other words, the vision recognition is not accurate without a stable 

background environment [37]. 

(2) Much higher power consumption through vision detection. As we pointed out in the 

introduction chapter, the mobile solution always requires minimum power 

consumption due to the battery limitation. Video recording and computer vision 
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processing spends much more power than touch solutions. Even using the best state-

of-art mobile phones like Iphone 6s, the continuous video recording time cannot be 

more than 4 hours [38]. 

On the contrary, for Airtouch, which senses body induced capacitance, a stable background 

is not necessary. In addition, the power consumption is only 2.3mW. Compared with regular 

mobile battery capacity (usually 3600mAH), this is a negligible power consumptions. By 

combining the machine vision and Airtouch sensing, we can merge this motion tracking games 

into smart mobile devices and providing a better user experience in playing the video games. 

 

 

Fig. 6.9 Example of motion track games 
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2. Remote function control in mobile device 

Besides the motion track games, the remote function control also becomes possible by 

implementing Airtouch technology in the mobile phones. In life, we have certain cases which we 

need to turn off/on the mobile applications but cannot touch it closely. For example, when users 

are driving, it is very dangerous to look at the screen and click the screen. On the other side, if we 

have certain device that can detect the gesture from the user, then we can use this gesture 

recognition function as a way for HMI. In this case, we can easily safely manipulate our phones 

during driving.  

 

Fig. 6.10 Example of remote function control in mobile device 
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3. New human machine interface for wearable device 

In addition to the application in the mobile device, wearable device can also benefit from 

this technology. As we saw, the wearable device is becoming more and more popular in our daily 

life. Most wearable devices’ sizes are much smaller than the mobile phones ( i.e smart watch, Fitbit 

Surge). Currently, the interactions between the user and this type of devices is still through 

touching. However as the screen size kept shrinking, this communication is become more and 

more difficult and inefficient. On the contrary, the 3D touch sensing is not just limited to the 

physical screen size, it provides another dimension detection and through this added dimension 

detection, we have broaden the way of interfacing with the device and it can solve the interface 

limitation in the current small-sized wearable device. For example, instead of clicking the tiny 

button on the Apple watch, one can give a rising hand gesture on top of the screen to control the 

watch. 

 

Fig. 6.11 Example of using 3D touch as a new interface between user and wearable device 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 

WORK 

While the touch screen has been widely implemented in the mobile product nowadays, the 

sensing range is still limited into two dimensional. Users are required to touch screen to 

communicate with the device. In this dissertation, we propose a completed new mobile touch 

sensing solutions: Airtouch, which can extend the mobile screen sensing range into three 

dimensional. The Airtouch system is aimed at detecting the user’s finger position in space up to 

6cm finger-height (distance between finger and the screen) and consumes comparable low power 

as the regular mobile touch sensor. In addition, this system is designed to be compatible with 

existing mobile screen environment. By achieving this, we wish to incorporate this technology into 

future mobile devices without sacrificing the existing mobile touch screen performance. The key 

contributions made in this work are as follows: 

 

1.  A single layer touch panel pattern design is used to implement 3D single/multi-touch 

sensing. This new touch panel only has one-layer electrodes to sense finger capacitance. In 

addition, manufactory cost is expected to reduce through using single-layer touch panel 

instead of traditional two-layer touch panel. 

2. An oscillator-based correlated double sampling capacitive sensing circuit is invented. This 

sensing circuit can detect finger capacitance change in femto farad level. 
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3. Bootstrapping technique is first implemented in the touch sensing system and successfully 

eliminate touch electrode’s inter-channel coupling. The horizontal resolution is improved 

by using this technique. 

4. An inductor-less resonator as the sensing block in the system which provides large 

manufactory cost reduction. 

5. Relative algorithms to estimate accurate finger position in space are proposed. Prototype 

system demonstrates that it can detect finger movement in a vertical direction up to 6cm 

and achieve a horizontal resolution up to 0.6cm at 1cm finger-height. 

 

The proposed Airtouch system is not limited to mobile device applications though it has 

been validated as a mobile device HMI interface. Other applications such as Smart TV [39], tablets 

can also benefit by implementing this technology to improve their user experience. Moreover, 

emerging wearable devices can also benefit from this technology by implementing the gesture 

recognition on their small displays.  

The further work of this project should carry on how to further improve the system finger 

position detection accuracy at a large Z distance. The current modelling between the finger position 

and the sensed capacitance is based on EM modelling and empirical formula. Recent research 

shows that machine learning is becoming more and more widely used in the object detection. As 

the finger is more far from the screen, the capacitance-to-position mapping is more complicated 

and non-linear. We found it is not easy to find a simple equation to represent these mapping. On 

the contrary, machine-learning has its property to auto-detect the input and output mapping relation 

through training. A primary experiment has been conducted using support vector regression with 
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this Airtouch platform to detect finger position in large Z distance. Through experiment, we find 

it provides a better position estimation compared with our analytic model result when finger is far 

from the screen (>3cm). So we believe it is a good future research direction for this project. 
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